Surface properties of bacteria sensitive and resistant to the class IIa carnobacteriocin Cbn BM1.
Class IIa bacteriocins are small antimicrobial peptides synthesized by lactic acid bacteria. The proposed mechanisms of action for class IIa bacteriocins suggest that the physicochemical properties of the target bacterial surface govern the bacteriocin antimicrobial activity. The aim of this study is to decipher the relationship between both sensitivity and resistance to a class IIa bacteriocin, carnobacteriocin BM1 and physicochemical surface properties of bacteria. The study was performed on 18 strains by a microbial adhesion to solvents process and with electrophoretic mobility measurements considering bacteria as soft particles. A large variation in bacterial surface properties is observed among the bacterial populations. Electro-hydrodynamic parameters values appear to be more homogeneous for sensitive strains than for the resistant ones, which can exhibit more extreme values. Physicochemical surface properties of 18 strains determined show large variations between the strains. However, no direct link between these surface properties and the resistant/sensitive phenotypes of the strains can be stated. The surface physicochemical properties tested have a low predictive power to discriminate sensitive or resistant strains when determined at the bacterial population scale.